Elementary Schools

1. Atkinson Elementary
2. Bailey Elementary
3. Burnett Elementary
4. Bush Elementary
5. Fisher Elementary
6. Frazier Elementary
7. Freeman Elementary
8. Gardens Elementary
9. Garfield Elementary
10. Genoa Elementary
11. Golden Acres Elementary
12. Jensen Elementary
13. Jessup Elementary
14. Kruse Elementary
15. Matthys Elementary
16. McMasters Elementary
17. Meador Elementary
18. Moore Elementary
19. Morales Elementary
20. Parks Elementary
21. Pearl Hall Elementary
22. Pomeroy Elementary
23. Red Bluff Elementary
24. Richey Elementary
25. Smith, L.F. Elementary
26. Smythe, Mae Elementary
27. South Belt Elementary
28. South Houston Elementary
29. South Shaver Elementary
30. Sparks Elementary
31. Stuchbery Elementary
32. Teague Elementary
33. Turner Elementary
34. Williams Elementary
35. Young Elementary